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ABSTRACT While the fifth-generation mobile network is being commercialized worldwide, researchers
have recently started looking towards the next generation, called the 6G network. Unlike 5G and previous
generations of wireless technologies designed to improve network performance for greater bandwidth,
lower latency, and greater reliability, 6G ecosystems are considered a platform conducive to innovations
in computing, artificial intelligence, connectivity and sensors, virtualization, and more. It is designed to
meet the requirements of higher global coverage, greater spectral efficiency, and a reduced carbon footprint,
emphasizing sustainability, equity, trust, and security through unprecedented architectural evolutions and
technology. 6G will be an integrated network system that includes a traditional terrestrial mobile network,
space network, and underwater network to provide ubiquitous network access. Even if studies on the vision
of the 6G network have already been published, there is still a significant amount of ground to cover. There
is no decision made yet regarding anything, and nothing has been ruled out. The focus of this study is to
identify a complete picture of changes in architectures, technologies, and challenges that will shape the 6G
network. The research results will provide indications for further studies on 6G ecosystems.

INDEX TERMS 6G, architecture, 5G new radio, mobile network, artificial intelligence, technologies,
challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION
The fifth generation (5G) deployment has begun in several
countries, promising to take telecommunications networks to
a new level. The 5G network brings with it a multitude of
technological changes but also new uses. The 5G marks the
beginning of a truly digital society with high performance
that fully supports mobile features, quality of service, a con-
siderable device number, and energy efficiency compared to
previous network systems [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Pavlos I. Lazaridis .

Observing the evolutionary history of mobile communi-
cations systems, we have found that each mobile network
generation takes about a decade to go from the initial research
stage to the commercial stage. Then, they had about ten years
for commercial deployment. Finally, at the end of this decade,
a new network generation is born again [2], [3].

At this time, 5G is beginning to enter the commercial-
ization stage, so 2030 will be the time to deploy the next-
generation network of 5G, also known as 6G. Therefore, this
is a suitable time to kick off 6G studies.

The research around 6G communications networks is still
in its early stages, with experts from both the business and
academic sectors examining the vision, trends, and goals
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FIGURE 1. Ericsson forecasts of the data traffic and connected devices to
the internet.

for this future technology. What speeds will be required?
Will artificial intelligence be integrated into future networks?
What frequencies will be employed? Everything remains on
the table. 6G is a technology that has the potential to be
ubiquitous to the limits of the imagination. To date, we are
only probing the surface of all this. The objective of 6G is to
realize its potential from 2030 in green and energy efficiency,
digital inclusion, and the adaptability of sectors such as health
and safety.

In recent years, several organizations have enacted strate-
gies for developing 6G [4]. In 2018, Finland announced
the 8-year six genesis flagship program to develop a com-
plete 6G ecosystem [5]. The United Kingdom (UK) and
German governments have researched technologies toward
6G, such as quantum communication. The US has begun
exploring 6G mobile networks based on Terahertz communi-
cation technology. China also has focused on 6G technology
research [6], [7].

Requirements for new services and the rapid increase of
mobile devices are the driving forces behind the growth
of mobile communication networks. In addition, the rapid
development of new applications and services has led to
the continued growth of mobile data traffic. According to
Ericsson predictions, global mobile data would exceed five
zettabytes by 2027 [8], as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, applications such as healthcare [9], intelli-

gent transport systems [10], smart agriculture [11], smart

cities [12], and real-time entertainment applications [13] will
require the lowest delay and high throughput, which even
exceed the provided capacities of the 5G [14]. Therefore, the
main goals for 6G [15] may be summarized as follows:

• High data rates (up to 1Tbps).
• High energy efficiency for limited-resource personal
mobile devices.

• Universal coverage network (Space, Aerial, Ground, and
Undersea).

• Intelligent and reliable connections across the entire
network.

The 6G networks are becoming one of the most topical
and exciting research topics in the mobile communication
domain, attracting special attention from both academia and
industry. Many related studies have been proposed for 6G
networks on the roadmap to 6G, vision, architecture, breakout
technologies and solutions, and applications. Wherein the
roadmap to 6G is emphasized in studies [4], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], the vision for 6G is in detail described in [14], [21],
[23], [26], and [27], highlighting the main requirements of
6G.

The data rate, response time, bandwidth, and energy con-
sumption rely on emerging technologies and solutions. The
architecture of 6G is presented in detail in [14] and [29]
towards integrating Space- Aeria-Ground Sea communica-
tion networks into a high-performance, seamless and reliable
system. In order to achieve the requirements of 6G, emerg-
ing technologies are mentioned, including endogenous AI,
Blockchain, intelligent surfaces, THz and VLC spectrums,
etc.

These will become breakthrough technologies to realize
6G networks. Besides, the popularity of applications such
as the internet of everything, metaverse, and autonomous
vehicles are described in [2], [4], [15], [16], [17], [20], [21],
[23], [24], [26], and [29].

Some challenges and technological trends in realizing
these applications and main motivations towards 6G are pre-
sented in [4], [17], [18], [22], [24], and [29]. However, few
studies have mentioned ongoing projects, research activi-
ties, architecture standardization, state-of-the-art technolo-
gies such as metaverse, digital twins, quantum communica-
tion, and its development abilities in the 6G context.

We summarize recent relevant survey studies in various
aspects of 6G in Table 1. These results have highlighted that
the existing works only discussed from several focus per-
spectives but need to show an overview development context
of 6G.

In response, this work presents a complete picture of the
evolution of 6G, focusing on many aspects, including devel-
opment timeline, vision, architecture, state-of-the-art break-
out technologies, projects, ongoing research activities, and
challenges to realizing the 6G networks in the future.

In this article, we discuss the emerging ideas of technolo-
gies and architecture to shape the 6G. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Section II presents the development
history of mobile network generations. Section III presents
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TABLE 1. Summary of related surveys on 6G.

changes in the 6G architecture. Section IV provides a brief
overview of emerging technologies to shape the 6G network.
Section V is about challenges and future research, and Sec-
tion VI is the Conclusion.
The structure of this work is presented in Fig. 2. For the

convenience of following the article, we have compiled the
acronyms in Table 2.

II. ROADMAP TO 6G
The development history of mobile communication systems
began in the early 1980s. During their development process,
mobile communication systems always toward connecting
all systems. Terminals are increasingly compact, intelligent,
and energy-saving and support all data types, such as voice,
video, and real-time applications. As a result, the data rate is
improved increasingly with decreased costs [30].

The history of mobile communication systems has also
demonstrated that every decade, new generation networks are

advent to solve the limitations of previous network genera-
tions, as shown in Fig. 3.

In the 1980s, the first mobile communication generation,
known as 1G, was developed to provide phone services at data
rates of up to 2.4 Kbps. However, 1G networks communicate
via analogue signals and lack a common wireless foundation,
resulting in a number of drawbacks, including limited data
speeds and insecurity [31].

2G networks were established in the early 1990s using
technology such as TDMA. 2G data rates can reach up to
64 kbps. As a result, 2G offers better voice and introduces new
services, such as SMS. The GSM cellular communication
protocol is used by 2G networks [32].

In the early 2000s, 3G networks were proposed to boost
the data rate of 2G networks. As a result, 3G networks can
achieve minimum data speeds of up to 2 Mbps. 3G is the
first mobile generation to provide consumers with high-speed
Internet access on their mobile devices. Furthermore, 3G
networks enable the implementation of a variety of advanced
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FIGURE 2. Structure of the paper.

FIGURE 3. Evolution of mobile wireless generations.

services that 1G and 2G networks do not offer, such as
video calls, interactive games, and real-time entertainment
applications. The international standard organization (3GPP)
was founded to define specific standards in order to achieve
global roaming [33].

For the first time, a mobile communication generation
based solely on the IP protocol, known as 4G, was intro-
duced in the early 2010s. In the downlink, this generation
can provide data speeds of up to 1Gpbs. In addition to pre-
vious generations’ features, 4G has added broadband mobile
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TABLE 2. Acronyms used in the survey and definitions.

internet access, video conferencing, high-definition Internet
TV, 3D TV, and cloud computing capabilities. WiMAX and
LTE have been chosen as standardization technologies for the
4G generation [34].

In the early 2020s, the fifth mobile communication genera-
tion was formed and commercialized. 5G is now standardized
and commercially available in some countries [1].

As shown in Table 3, the purpose of 5G is to revolutionize
data rates, quality of service, dependability, energy efficiency,
and communication with a massive number of devices and to
achieve the internet of things concept [3].

In order to reach these aims, novel breakout designs and
technologies, including mm-wave [35], device-centric archi-
tecture [36], and massive MIMO [37], are introduced for
the first time. Furthermore, developing solutions and tech-
nologies such as SDN [38], D2D [39], and ICN [40] are
incorporated to improve performance by reducing superflu-
ous network traffic, saving energy, and increasing data rates.

III. VISION OF 6G
As 5G networks enter the commercial deployment stage,
academics and scientific organizationsworldwide have begun
to look ahead to 6G, which is scheduled to be deployed
around 2030 [2]. The 6G networks are intended to reach
extremely high data rates of up to 1 Tbps with ultra-low

latency measured in microseconds. Furthermore, 6G com-
bines spatial multiplexing techniques and THz frequency to
deliver more than 1000 times the capacity of 5G [4], [5], [6].

Table 4 summarizes the key characteristics of 5G and 6G
in terms of various network aspects. 6G networks merge
space, underwater, and terrestrial networks to achieve ubiq-
uitous and universal coverage [8]. New energy harvesting
techniques and materials will be used in 6G to achieve high
energy efficiency and a green 6G [41].

In [42], authors have described services of 6G based on
network aspects, including providing global mobile connec-
tions, high data rates, low latency, and super high device
density.

The 6G network is expected to achieve energy efficiency
while providing global wireless connectivity. However, the
current network architecture cannot ensure service quality for
future applications that require ultra-high throughput, ultra-
low latency, and great dependability. As a result, research into
the next network architecture is required.

It is impossible to depict the detailed 6G architecture frame
accurately. As a result, we approach the construction of 6G
networks from many perspectives. As depicted in Fig. 4, this
part introduces the modifications to the 6G network from
three dimensions, including universal architecture, breakout
technologies, and solutions.
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TABLE 3. Primary goals of 5G network.

TABLE 4. The key feature comparison of 5G and 6G.

A. ARCHITECTURE
A primary purpose of a 6G network is to provide global
coverage. The current network architecture is based on the
evolution and inheritance of terrestrial cell networks. This
architecture, however, has the following two drawbacks:

(1) an inability to respond to communication scenarios that
take place in the air or underwater, which is an unavoidable
requirement for future services;

(2) the requirement of an excessively high cost to set up
dense cell networks to provide worldwide communications.
In order to solve the aforementioned drawbacks, the 6G
designwill be a completely integrated communication system
that will include space, air, ground, and sea [43].

1) SPACE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
In terms of cost and bandwidth, HTS systems can provide
broadband Internet access similar to terrestrial offerings.

However, most communication satellites reside in GEO at an
altitude of around 35 km, resulting in excessive transmission
latency and making integration with mobile terrestrial net-
works impossible.

To address this issue, NGSO satellite systems are being
proposed to provide global Internet access with low trans-
mission delays and high data rates. The following satellite
systems are being commercialized:

• Starlink Plan: This plan is proposed by SpaceX com-
pany, USA, to provide global Internet service. Initially, this
plan expected room 12.000 satellites, where 4.425 satellites
operating in LEO and 7518 VLEO satellites operating in orbit
about 340 km from the ground and will be fully deployed by
2027. This plan was authorized by FCC. Moreover, in May
2019, SpaceX launched firstly 60 Starlink communication
satellites in low earth orbit. However, due to the project’s
feasibility, in October 2019, the United States FCC submitted
filings to the ITU to arrange spectrums for 30.000 Starlink
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FIGURE 4. The vision on aspects of 6G architecture.

satellites instead of 12.000 Starlink satellites already
approved by the FCC [83]. In October 2020, SpaceX started
to provide a public beta service in the Northern United
States.

• OneWeb Plan: This plan is proposed by WorldVu Satel-
lites, UK, to provide internet services to everyone everywhere
in the world [44]. OneWeb is expected to launch 650 low-
earth orbit satellites. FCC and the United Kingdom autho-
rized this plan. By December 2020, OneWeb had launched a
total of 110 satellites successfully [44].

• Hongyan Plan: China Aerospace Science and Technol-
ogy Corporation proposed to launch 320 satellites into low
earth orbit to provide worldwide communication services.
This plan is also called the Hongyan constellation. It is
expected to be deployed fully by 2025 [45].

Although it still takes a long time for satellite systems to be
fully deployed, the convergence of space, terrestrial, and LEO
satellite networks have proven their outstanding advantages
in theory, simulation, and experience.

The communication networks based on LEO satellites
using laser and RF, the co-routing mechanism provides lower
delay time compared to the terrestrial optical fiber network
with a communication distance of over 3000 km [46].

2) AERIAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Aerial communications networks can be classified into two
categories based on the altitude operating. HAP satellites
operate in the stratosphere, and LAP satellites operate at high
altitudes a few kilometers from the ground. Compared to
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TABLE 5. Feature comparison of underwater radio communication technologies.

LAP, HAP communications have broad coverage and more
stability. These advantages are similar to LEO systems.

On the other hand, LAP networks based on UAVs can be
deployed quickly, configured flexibly, and have good short-
range communication performance [47].

In addition, UAVs play a role as mobile base stations and
act as relay nodes in multi-hop communication to promote
the convergence of terrestrial networks and non-terrestrial
networks. These characteristics make UAV-based networks
an indispensable component of the future 6G networks.

In [48], a fully integrated multi-layered vertical architec-
ture for 6G networks was discussed and analyzed, including
ground networks, LAP-based UAVs, HAPs, LEOs, and satel-
lite GEO networks.

One of the unique features ofUAV-basedwireless networks
is the fast set-up ability of a mobile network without being
based on pre-installed infrastructures.

It is suitable for disaster, emergency rescue, and battlefield
scenarios [49]. Moreover, UAV networks are possible in the
temporary deployment of communication services. Besides
advantages, to improve performance and reliability, UAV
networks face various challenges, such as saving energy,
predicting trajectory, and load balancing [36].

Battery energy-based UAV operation with limited energy
levels, so saving energy is critical. In [37], a deep
learning-based offloading approach aims to reduce energy
consumption and optimize system performance. In addition,
the network structure frequently changes due to the high
movement speed, leading to low performance, so the opti-
mization and prediction of movement trajectory problems
also need to be studied [52].

In [53], the authors designed a real-time video communi-
cation system based on UAVs and cellular networks.

3) UNDERSEA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Undersea communication may become part of the 6G net-
work in the future, which is attracting significant atten-
tion from the scientific community [2], [6], [43]. Undersea
radio links are mainly based on three leading communica-
tion technologies: optical, RF, and acoustic. A comparison
between the wireless technologies underwater is summarized
in Table 5.

The complex and unpredictable water environment leads
to complicated communication deployments, such as serious

attenuation signals and physical damage to network devices
[54]. These are challenges that need to be addressed.

In [55], the authors propose an advanced dynamic coded
cooperation schema to enhance the performance of acoustic-
based underwater communication systems. Another chal-
lenge of underwater communication systems is the energy
supply ability for network devices.

In [56], the authors propose an improved clustering algo-
rithm to optimize energy efficiency for acoustic-based under-
water cooperative sensor networks.

In [57], a new stress wave-based communication method is
designed to enhance performance for undersea communica-
tion environments. Although a series of proposed technolo-
gies and solutions, underwater communication still needs to
be improved. These issues should continue to be considered.

B. NEW CHARACTERISTICS OF 6G
The 6G design should be approached on multi aspects, such
as integrating AI, real-time interactive, intelligent radio layer,
and a new network protocol suite. The complex issues are
presented as follows.

1) ENDOGENOUS AI
In recent years, AI technology, specifically machine learning
(ML), has attracted studies from both academia and industry.
However, in reality, AI has been employed in a series of
5G aspects [58], such as channel estimation in the physical
layer [59], access control in theMAC layer [60], and resource
allocation in the network layer [61].

A detailed survey of integrating AI into IoT and 5G is
presented in [62]. Additionally, combiningAI and cloud com-
puting has improved the experience and reduced system costs
[63]. However, the employment of AI in 5G is an option. The
full potential of AI in the 5G era is difficult to realize. In the
launch stage, the AI was not integrated into 5G architecture
[64], [65].

Previous generation intelligent network systems were rel-
atively isolated network entities. They can intelligently con-
figure or set parameters based on pre-defined options [66],
which truly implements perceptual AI [67]. However, these
systems are incapable of responding to undesirable situations.

The 6G network will be an extremely complex and het-
erogeneous system with diversified service requirements
and a massive number of connected devices. Therefore,
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a new AI model of self-awareness and self-adaptive is
essential [68], [69].

6G networks require embedding AI on the entire network
and AI logic into the network structure, where perception
and inference interact systematically, ultimately allowing all
system elements to self-config and adapt with the ability to
recognize unexpected situations [7], [70].

2) INTERACTIVE IN REAL-TIME
The future network will require services and applications
interactive in real-time. For example, intelligent transporta-
tion control systems where high-speed autonomous vehicles
on the highway should interact with the environment, other
cars, and humans in real time. Unfortunately, the existing
solutions based on AI and Cloud will only focus on process-
ing static data and un-guarantee real-time requirements.

Recent studies have shown AI solutions at edge networks,
where intelligent predictions, inference, and decisions are
performed, will be viable to reduce service response time and
provide truly real-time services.

In [71], the authors propose a solution to real-time object
detection based on edge computing and AI. In [72], the
authors propose a real-time semantic segmentation solution
based on edge computing and deep convolution neural net-
works for intelligent transportation applications.

A diversity survey of real-time transportation applications
based on AI and edge computing is presented in [73]. Real-
time interaction will be one of the urgent requirements of
humans in the 6G era.

3) INTELLIGENT RADIO LAYER
In contrast to the physical layer employed with initial intelli-
gence [74], the intelligent radio layer is a concept that aims
to separate the hardware and the transceiver algorithms [75],
[76]. It operates as a unified framework where predictable
hardware abilities and transceiver algorithms are dynamically
installed based on hardware configuration, the dynamic spec-
trum access, control, and monitor the transmission power
based on AI [77]. A design model that adapts the diversity
system platforms is introduced in [78] by separating the
transceiver algorithms from the hardware.

4) NEW NETWORK PROTOCOL
The current Internet uses the TCP/IP protocol suite based
on stack architecture for data delivery and communication.
Its resounding success is demonstrated over the development
history of the Internet. However, the current Internet faces
challenges, such as Quality of Service (QoS), saving energy,
privacy, and security for future applications. Recently, several
protocols have been built to improve the existing TCP/IP
suite, such as QUIC (Fast UDP Internet Connection).

A complete survey of the QUIC protocol suite under dif-
ferent network performance aspects is presented in [79].

Recently, several studies have improved the QUIC to
enhance performance for 6G based on techniques, such as

themulti-pipe technique [80], multi-flow andmulti-path [81],
and improved scheduling techniques [82]. However, these
patches make the protocol suite more complex and cannot
wholly overcome the inherent shortcomings of the TCP/IP
suite for the current Internet [83], [84].

Also, this direction to meet future differentiated network
applications and services, metadata, and defined commands
by the application designers will be vital requests of the
new IP protocol. A set of TCP/IP protocols with expected
breakthroughs will need to be proposed.

To meet future network applications and services, defined
metadata and commands by the application designers become
a vital component of the new IP protocol. Therefore, a set of
TCP/IP protocols with expected breakthroughs will need to
be proposed.

In [85], the authors propose a novel MAC layer control
protocol based on contention-free for the full-duplex split-
plane optical wireless network architecture to provide a guar-
anteed channel access mechanism. The simulation results
have shown that the proposed MAC protocol can serve
multi-gigabit applications of 6G.

In [123], the authors propose a novel protocol stack model
for 6G. Moreover, they have also improved the physical layer
based on blockchain technology to optimize the spectrum
allocation schema.

In [86], the authors propose a smart physical layer for 6G
to efficiently radio resource allocation and QoS support for
M-to-M communications.

Furthermore, the authors in [87] present a full-stack archi-
tecture to address the challenges of terabit communications
in 6G. In this study, authors have introduced the detailed
architectures of theMAC, network, and transport layers when
using the terahertz spectrum.

Finally, performance and end-to-end data flows are consid-
ered in terahertz-based 6G scenarios.

IV. PROMISING EVOLUTION TECHNOLOGIES OF 6G
A. SPECTRUM COMMUNICATION
The spectrum is one of the key components forming mobile
communication systems. Since the advent of cellular sys-
tems in the 1980s, we have constantly expanded spectrum
resources due to the endless human need for data rates.

One of the main goals of 6G is to provide Tbps data rates.
Consequently, 6G inevitably operates at higher frequencies.
Some typical candidate spectrum, including Terahertz (THz)
and visible light [83], [88], [89], are detailed and presented
in the following subsections. Fig. 5 illustrates the microwave,
mmWave, and Terahertz frequency range structures.

1) TERAHERTZ SPECTRUM
The THz spectrum operates in the range (0.1-10) THz. It is a
frequency spectrum band with many unique characteristics,
has still unexploited. Some of the key features driving the
research and exploitation of the THz band for 6G commu-
nication networks include [90]:
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FIGURE 5. Microwave, mmWave, and Terahertz frequency range.

• The THz spectrum promises the provision of data rates
up to 100 Gbps with multi-GHz available bandwidth.

• The THz spectrum provides more secure communica-
tions since the narrow beam and short pulse duration limit
eavesdropping.

• The THz spectrum can pass through numerous low-loss
dielectric, nonmetallic, and low-absorption materials such
as paper, plastic, ceramic, clothes, and packaging materials.
Terahertz radiation also scatters less than near-infrared and
optical approaches due to its longer wavelength.

Thanks to these unique characteristics, the THz spectrum
is a prime candidate for ultra-high-speed wireless and space
communications. Nowadays, organizations are working to
standardize this spectrum to promote the development of new
communication technologies in the THz spectrum. In 2019,
the FCC approved experiments of 95 GHz - 3 THz spectrum
ranges and launched a new spectrum license with low barriers
and minimal cost to drive the development of the THz spec-
trum [91]. IEEE has been employing the first steps toward the
THz communication standard by forming the IEEE 802.15.x
standard [92]. ITU defined spectrum in the range [0.12-0.2]
THz for wireless networks [93].

However, one of the biggest challenges of Terahertz com-
munications is the severe attenuation of signals by the envi-
ronment.

Although there are still many challenges, THz-based com-
munication systems have achieved some breakthroughs in
recent years. In [94], the authors propose a new algorithm to
control THz Beam for beam alignment in innovative vehicle
communications. In [95], the authors have designed a chip-
to-chip communication system based on THz for mobile
personal devices.

In [96], the authors have proposed a comprehensive solu-
tion to optimize data rates for THz-based MIMO communi-
cation systems.

In [97], the authors have proposed a multi-dimensional
multiplexing technique for THz-based Fiber communication
systems. The experiment results have shown achieved data
rates up to 1176 Gbps with a transmission distance of 10 m
in the 350 GHz band.

In [98], the authors have proposed an improved perfor-
mance and energy consumption solution to deploy THz-based
UAV communication systems to support ground end-users.

In general, spectrum exploitation must synchronize devel-
opment with hardware technologies. One of the most critical
components of transceiver systems is the antenna. In [99],
the authors comprehensively surveyed antenna selection and
design for THz systems. This study has shown that there are
still many challenges to designing antennas for THz com-
munication systems, special in the frequency range (0.1-10)
THz.

In our opinion, to promote THz-based communication
technologies, the following aspects need to be further studied:
(1) the Transistor and materials operating with super-high
frequency, (2) the hardware circuits have low complexity
and energy consumption, (3) novel channel and interference
models, (4) the channel code and energy-saving modulation
schemes. (5) Massive MIMO systems, and (6) powerful syn-
chronization algorithms.

2) VISIBLE LIGHT SPECTRUM
Optical wireless communication (OWC) uses visible, infrared
(IR), or ultraviolet (UV) light is used to carry a signal. Due to
technological advancements and the wide adoption of LEDs,
the most promising spectrum range of OWC is (430-790)
THz. Moreover, one of the most highlighted aspects of LED
lighting is that it can quickly switch to different light levels,
allowing encoded data in the light to be transferred in various
ways [100].

Visible light communication (VLC) takes full advantage
of LEDs to achieve the dual purpose the light and high-speed
data communication. VLC-suitable short-range communica-
tions (several meters) have many advantages over traditional
radio methods [101]:

• The visible light spectrum offers extremely high band-
width (THz) and unlicensed spectrum.

• Visible light cannot crossover light-blocking objects,
so security is enhanced, reducing interference under RF
high-frequency communication scenarios.
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TABLE 6. Feature comparison of THz and VLC spectrum.

• VLC uses lighting sources as base stations without
relying on fixed infrastructures.

• VLC does not make electromagnetic radiation and is
immune to external electromagnetic interference.

Consequently, it is suitable for particularly sensitive sce-
narios to electromagnetic radiation, such as in hospitals [102]
and on aircraft [103].

VLC’s maximum achieved data rate depends on the light-
ing technology [104], [105]. For example, phosphorus-coated
blue LED-based data rates are up to 1 Gbps, while RGBLED-
based data rates can reach multi-Gbps.

The best-performance LED technology is micro-LED,
which has achieved data rates of over 10 Gbps [106]. Nowa-
days, LED technologies are constantly improving on aspects
of performance and lifetime. As a result, the data rates of VLC
are expected to reach hundreds of Gbps, or even Tbps, in the
6G era [107], [108].

The surveyed results have shown that VLC provides very
high available bandwidth, low deployment cost, limited inter-
ference, and unlicensed spectrum, but short transmission dis-
tance and uses line-of-sight transmission.

In contrast, the limitations of VLC are the advantages of
THz. Although THz and VLC are being promoted in the 6G
network, each spectrum band has unique characteristics.

Table 6 provides a detailed comparison of the THz and
VLC communications.

3) QUANTUM COMMUNICATION (QC)
Quantum technology has the potential to provide a com-
pletely secure communication mechanism. The primary dis-
tinction between quantum communication (QC) and standard
binary-based communication is that information is encoded
in the quantum state using photons or quantum bits, known
as qubits. These bits can hold both zeros and ones at the same
time. As a result, it is capable of detecting attacks in real-time.

Quantum communication provides capacities that exceed
the limitations of traditional communication solutions on
aspects of security, privacy, computing, communication, and
measurement capabilities. QC actualization the formation of
the future Quantum Internet. A comprehensive survey of
potential applications, technologies, and challenges of the
Quantum Internet is presented in [109]. In reality, QC has
achieved certain results as follows.

Although quantum communication technology is still in
the early research stage. In [110], Li et al. designed a novel
structure based on the cluster to describe how quantum nodes
are interconnected and how the system can improve the per-
formance of qubit transmission and reduce network complex-
ity. Moreover, they also adopt the idea of the OSI model of
the current Internet in the design of quantum Internet.

Finally, they build the detailed components of quantum
nodes and end-to-end quantum communications experiment
deployment. Moreover, quantum communication promises
total security, integrity, and data availability, but new vulner-
abilities that have yet to appear on the Internet should also be
considered.

In [111], Satoh et al. analyzed attacks on quantum
repeaters. The results have shown that the traditional net-
working elements may affect to overall security risks of the
whole system.

In [112], Yu et al. argue that the future Internet will
integrate traditional and quantum Internet. Therefore, novel
protocols should be constructed based on the innovation of
the existing protocol set. In this study, the authors propose a
novel protocol set for packet quantum internet to handle the
packet loss issue in communication.

One of the most interesting characteristics of quantum
communication is long-range communication based on quan-
tum repeaters. That allows forward data without physically
sending an entangled qubit through the entire distance - by
swapping the entanglement generated through shorter links,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

A recent study used a LEO satellite relay device to exper-
iment with quantum communications across a distance of
7600 kilometers [113].

Clearly, there are many obstacles ahead for the quantum
Internet to reach a robust infrastructure. However, the quan-
tum Internet is an unavoidable Internet development trend to
satisfy humanity’s expanding needs.

Cacciapuoti et al. offer a comprehensive overview of the
Quantum Internet’s problems in [114].

4) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain technology has recently been used in a variety
of domains [115], [116]. Blockchains are distributed ledger
databases that allow transactions to be securely registered and
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FIGURE 6. An Illustrate of long-range quantum communications based on quantum repeaters.

updated without the need for a central intermediary. Further-
more, blockchain’s inherent qualities, such as decentralized
tamper resistance and anonymity, make it appropriate for a
wide range of applications [117]. As a result, blockchains
ushered in a new economy [118], [119]. Figure 7 depicts a
thorough representation of a blockchain-based information
exchange mechanism.

Blockchain technology, in our opinion, will be the next rev-
olution in future mobile communication technologies [120].
Because it allows diverse network entities to access data
securely, blockchain ensures more substantial security char-
acteristics during communication [121].

Aside from security, blockchain provides resource allo-
cation and network access advantages. Blockchains offer a
decentralized control system to establish direct links between
entities, hence lowering associated expenses [122].

Instead of a centralized spectrum management schema,
the authors of [123] suggest the Block6Tel schema, which
incorporates blockchain into a spectrum allocation schema to
increase spectrum efficiency for 6G.

The authors of [124] proposed a blockchain-based car
reputation ranking system for the vehicle social internet. The
parameters of a vehicle are obtained with the agreement of
the providers. This prevents illegal entities from abusing the
rating.

Furthermore, blockchain helps the integration of unique
systems established by different operators by offering a com-
mon authentication and authorization method as well as a
payment system, as well as allowing roaming between oper-
ators and networks [125], [126].

5) SMART ENERGY HARVEST AND MANAGE
The growing computing requirements of IoT devices are
posing significant challenges to the energy efficiency of

communication devices. Therefore, energy-saving commu-
nication technologies will shine in 6G as communication
distances are shortened [8], [11], [127]. A series of research
has been proposed in this domain in the past decade. Some of
the achieved results can be summarised as follows.

In [128], energy harvesting technology is applied to opti-
mal energy efficiency for smart grids. In [129], the energy
harvesting techniques based on radio frequency are integrated
into the modulation scheme for smart cities. In [130], the
energy harvesting system from the solar, vibration, and radio-
frequency energy sources to convert into dc voltage sources.
Smart energy management is another promising mechanism
for dynamically optimizing energy demand and supply [131].

6) INTELLIGENT REFLECTING SURFACE
The Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) or Large Intelligent
Surface (LIS) is a game-changing 6G technology. IRS was
created to improve performance, data throughput, and energy
efficiency by changing the transmission signal phase shift
using a flat array of reflecting components.

Planar arrays consist of metallic or dielectric patches with
minimal power, complexity, and cost. Furthermore, IRS tech-
nology enables a programmable space via the IRS controller,
which may adjust the wireless propagation environment by
using the unique properties of metamaterials-based large
antenna arrays, a process known as intelligent control.

The combination of IRS technology and the THz spectrum
expected will make breakout the communication abilities of
6G [75].

Recently, the IRS has attracted the interest of researchers
and achieved some positive results. For example, in [77], Cao
et al. proposed an AI-basedMAC access architecture for IRS-
assisted multi-user communications systems.
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FIGURE 7. An Illustration of six steps of an information transaction process based on blockchain technology.

In [96], Ma et al. proposed a channel estimation schema
based on a deep neural network for enhancing communication
performance and data rate for THz-based 6G systems.

In [132], Yuan et al. proposed resource allocation algo-
rithms to enhance uplink communication performance for
IRS-based communications systems.

In our opinion, IRS will be one of the most critical tech-
nologies for THz communication that will be becoming popu-
lar in the 6G era, aiming to remove the limited coverage of the
THz spectrum. This way, the cost to expand coverage of the
THz spectrumwill decrease robustly via reducing the number
of base station devices in 6G while still achieving the same
performance at a lower cost.

7) DIGITAL TWIN
Digital Twin (DT) is a comprehensive solution connecting
the physical and digital spaces. It allows the construction
of a virtual representation of physical objects. Digital twins
are digital representations of a physical entity or product
that serves as the indistinguishable digital counterpart of it
for practical purposes, such as system simulation, integra-
tion, testing, monitoring, and maintenance. Thanks to the
advancement of communication and computation technolo-
gies, DT consists of three deployment levels, monitoring,
simulation, and operation [133], as described in Table 7.

• Monitoring level: DT is used to mirror or virtually
represent a physical object. The physical object does not
interact with its virtual model, and vice versa.

• Simulation level: DT is a simulator of a physical object.
The physical objects can be understood, predicted, and opti-
mized through simulation. The virtual model evolutes with
the changes, but the physical object will not be affected by
the changes in the virtual model.

• Operation level: the interactive of physical objects and
their twins is bidirectional. Specifically, the state change of
either object will be updated and reflected in both twin and
physical objects.

Recently, DT technology has been applied in a series of
areas across multiple other levels to monitor, control, and
optimize physical objects. For example, in [133], Duong et al.
proposed a digital twin-based offloading solution for aerial
EC-assisted 6GUAV systems. In this work, they construct the

digital twin models on both edge and IoT nodes and perform
optimized these models based on related input metrics such
as transmit power, offloading parameters, and capacities of
edge and IoT nodes.

In [134], Sun et al. proposed a minimal delay offloading
solution in 6G-MEC systems. In this work, they establish
digital twins of edge nodes. Then, states of edge nodes and
the entire MEC system are provided to train digital twins for
offloading decisions.

In [135], Dai and Zhang proposed constructing digital
twins of both vehicles and roadside units for the optimized
management of EC-based vehicular systems. As a result,
vehicular systems receive efficient and robust offloading
schemas by optimizing digital models based on deep rein-
forcement learning.

The above studies have shown that, based on the opti-
mization of twin models and reverse interaction with real
systems and models, DT is emerging as a possible solution
for optimizing systems, enhancing performance, and reduc-
ing service response times for latency-sensitive applications.
In our opinion, DT is an efficient way to simulate, analyze,
predict, and optimize physical systems, and that is expected
to have many crucial contributions in the 6G era.

8) METAVERSE
The Metaverse concept was first advanced in 1992 in the
science fiction book (Snow Crash) by Neil Stephenson. The
term is a combination of the prefix ‘‘meta’’ (transcendent)
and the suffix ‘‘verse’’ (universe). In this book, humans from
the physical world enter and live in the Metaverse (a parallel
virtual world) through a digital avatar based on virtual reality
solutions [136].

Recently, the Metaverse is emerging as a potential technol-
ogy and is recognized as a development model of the future
Internet, where users can live like digital natives and expe-
rience a virtual world [137]. Thank breakout development
of emerging technologies such as AR, AI, and blockchain,
the Metaverse is stepping from science fiction to reality.
Through many development stages, nowadays, Metaverse
is considered a fully immersive, hyper-spatiotemporal, and
self-sustaining for people to work, educate, and entertain
with six main features, including Immersiveness, Hyper
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TABLE 7. The three deployment levels of digital twin.

FIGURE 8. An illustration of metaverse architecture and key features.

Spatiotemporally, Sustainability, Interoperability, Scalability,
and Heterogeneity, as presented in Fig. 8.
A comprehensive survey of applications, technologies, and

challenges of the metaverse is presented in [138]. In recent,
metaverse has achieved initial results.

In [139], Wang introduced a novel HANOI approach that
relies on metaverse and emerging technologies such as dig-
ital twins, blockchain, and web 3.0. This allows travelers to
perform a journey with the integration of Hanoi’s humans,
landscape, and nature.

In [140], Lim et al. introduced a virtual city based on the
metaverse. Although achieved results, in our opinion, the
metaverse is still in its primitive stage. It’s a long way from
realizing the vision of a seamless, real-time metaverse, given
strict QoS requirements. Furthermore, the endogenous char-
acteristics of the metaverse, such as immersiveness, hyper-
spatiotemporality, and heterogeneity, make the privacy and
security problemsmore complex and barrier to its widespread
implementation.

In our opinion, although it is still at the primitive research
stage and faces many challenges, the metaverse will be an
inevitable development trend to form an interactive world
between virtual and real for humans and is an exciting

research topic for both academia and industry in the near
future.

9) SYMBIOTIC RADIO NETWORKS (SRN)
SRN are approached based on the principle that ‘‘Global
order can arise from local interactions’’ (A. Turing). In reality,
SNR is a cognitive backscattering communication system that
exploits the benefits and addresses the drawbacks of cognitive
radio. Recently, the SRN concept is emerging as a potential
technology for 6G. SRN is expected to play a crucial role
in wireless networks of 6G to achieve: (1) enhanced spec-
trum efficiency using mutualism spectrum sharing; and (2)
enhanced energy efficiency through highly reliable backscat-
tering communications [141], [142].

10) CELL-FREE MASSIVE MIMO SYSTEMS
In 6G networks, to achieve QoS and data rate, transmitters
will be densely distributed, forming massive MIMO systems.
Integrating massive connective and high spectral efficiency
led to interference management problems. To address this
problem, cell-free networks have been proposed.

Cell-free systems can effectively remove inter-cell inter-
ference by enabling multiple base stations to cooperate with
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FIGURE 9. Key Challenges of 6G.

users without cell boundaries. However, the traditional cell-
free system requires a large-scale deployment of base sta-
tions, leading to high energy consumption and hardware
cost [143].

Recent results [144], [145] have shown that the combi-
nation of metasurfaces, cell-free and massive MIMO, can
achieve significant efficiency of resources, performance,
energy consumption, and cost and have robust breakout abil-
ities in the 6G era.

11) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS AND GRAPH
NEURAL NETWORKS
The artificial neural network (so-called Neural Network) is
a mathematical model or computational model formed based
on the connection of artificial neurons (called nodes). These
nodes process information and rely on transmitting data on
connections and computing new values at nodes. Thanks
to adaptability, neural networks can change their structure
based on input and output data. In reality, neural networks
have proved robust abilities and have been applied in several
domains to serve humans in past decades [146].

In recent, the evolutions of neural networks, namely CNNs
(Convolutional Neural Networks) and GNNs (Graph Neu-
ral Networks), have been strongly applied in computing
and information processing and achieved some breakthrough
results in several areas such as recommendation systems
[147], collaboration control systems [148], and wireless net-
works [149].

In the abovementioned applications, CNNs perform pre-
processing data to construct further adaptive graphs and then
provide it for GCNs. GCNs are information processing archi-
tectures that can help efficient handling most graph data
types [150].

In our opinion, 3D virtual applications and autonomous
vehicles will become popular in the 6G era. These smart IoT
and sensor devices will provide a huge amount of information
with various data types. However, traditional data processing

methods are infeasible. Therefore, new developments in
CNNs and GNNs will play an essential role in reducing ser-
vice response times and data processing rates and enhancing
recognition accuracy to support the decision-making of 6G
networks.

V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Despite some promising results, studies on 6G are still in
their infancy stage. Therefore, many problems and challenges
need to be solved in the coming time, in Fig. 9. The 6G will
be a converged communication system of terrestrial, aerial,
and underwater networks with extremely high bandwidth
and extremely low latency. Furthermore, 6G will integrate
endogenous intelligence and flexible communication solu-
tions. In this section, some issues related to the communica-
tion technologies of 6G are discussed, specifically as follows:

• Heterogenous Networks: the vision of 6G will be
integrating terrestrial, aerial, and underwater networks.
Therefore, it is necessary to design more innovative and
flexible routing protocols that adapt according to envi-
ronmental conditions to provide seamless connectiv-
ity and interactive ability with different transmission
environments [7], [8].

• The THz spectrum: the THz spectrum range is emerging
as an attractive technology of 6G to enhance the system’s
capacity by providing more spectrum bands. However, oper-
ating at this high-frequency range faces two key problems:
high environmental absorption loss and interference between
device components. Consequently, its deployment is only
within a short communication range with low transmission
power [95], [101], [107]. In our opinion, these problems can
be solved by designing smaller circuits and devices with
lower operating power.

• Artificial Intelligence: The endogenous AI will be inte-
grated into the 6G network. As a result, the system requires
extremely high computing power and the ability to han-
dle big data [30], [64], [68]. Therefore, optimizing energy
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consumption will be an essential aspect of 6G. Various appli-
cations such as holograms, haptic communication, AR, VR,
and MR are the most energy consumption applications. LIS-
based communication [132] is currently emerging as one of
the most potential candidates to solve saving energy. This
solution provides low cost, simple installation, and high
energy-saving. Therefore, it is also proposed as one of the
attractive technologies for 6G.

• Edge computing: is considered the revolution of 6G.
Edge computing (EC) allows for a significant increase in the
computing capacity of the network [59], [72], [73], [151].
Furthermore, the combination of edge computing andAI have
shown robust improvement in computing abilities, the utiliza-
tion efficiency of system resources, and network performance
[152]. However, in our opinion, with limited resources and
storage capacity, it is challenging to operate very complex
AI-based algorithms that require big data processing on edge
nodes. Therefore, the design of optimal AI algorithms, effi-
cient scheduling, and offloading techniques for edge nodes
to improve the performance of edge-based systems should
continue to be considered.

• Security: In another aspect, the integration of heteroge-
neous systems in 6G leads to data security and privacy issues,
also challenges to consider. The technologies of 6G require
huge data collection and transmission. To ensure security
and privacy, several PHY security techniques and encryption
algorithms need to be developed [153], [154]. In our opinion,
the future economy and society will completely depend on
the digital world. Therefore, a trusted architecture with con-
fidentiality and privacy requirements should continue to be
studied.

VI. CONCLUSION
The exponential increase of wireless data, especially multi-
media data, and the rapid development of intelligent devices
are setting the stage for the next wireless generation evo-
lution towards 6G. 6G wireless network promises a revo-
lution of throughput, latency, QoS, energy, security, and a
sustainable digital society. This paper presents a detailed
survey of the wireless evolution toward 6G networks. First,
we analyzed the development of wireless generations from
1G to 5G, which has shown that the development of 6G is an
inevitable trend. Then a new architectural model is explained
in three aspects: a fully integrated communication system
of Space - Aerial - Ground - Underwater, truly intelligent
connections based on Endogenous AI, and Interactive in
Real-Time. Besides, we have also presented emerging tech-
nologies, including new spectrums, such as THz and VLC,
and technologies, such as blockchain, energy harvest, and
quantum communication. These technologies and solutions
have the breakout potential to enhance data rates and are
expected will become essential parts of a seamless society in
6G. Although there are still a number of challenges that need
to be overcome in the future, we believe that the progression
of technology towards 6G is unavoidable. Finally, we hope

this survey can serve as an enlightening guide for future
research on 6G networks.
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